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Pipe Hangers  
& Piping Loads

•  Comprehensive pipe 
support service

•  In-service load 
determination and testing

•  Detect non-functioning 
support members

•  Weigh and adjust boiler 
heads and components

•  Prevent steam leaks and 
major failures

•  Detailed analysis and 
reporting
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Load Testing
Piping Hangers and Systems

DO YOU HAVE…
•  bottomed out spring hangers

•  sagging high temperature steam lines

•  broken hanger components

•  High energy steam lines “jumping” during startup/shutdown
High energy steam piping systems frequently operate at temperatures in excess 
of 900°f. these same systems are also typically exposed to variable support loading as a 
result of unit thermal cycling. the presences of these two items, when coupled with the 
standard mid-sized constant spring hangers, routinely result in increased system stresses, 
permanent creep deformation and reduced system operating life, with steam leaks and 
major failures possible.
ON-LINE TESTING
fastorq has the methods and tooling to measure piping loads and spring hanger loads 
under plant operating conditions. this load testing will identify present loading conditions 
and what further evaluations may need to be performed i.e. ndt, “as exists” stress analysis.

ON-LINE ADJUSTMENTS
after proper evaluations have been performed, the hydraulic tooling is used to load, adjust, 
and monitor field adjustments made to the hanger system. this allows the correct load to 
be applied at the “Hot” operating travel position.
ASSOCIATED SYSTEM TESTING
fastorq tooling is also used to weigh and adjust boiler headers and components that 
directly influence piping loads and movement. these problems are frequently associated 
with symptoms of more severe problems which need exploration through “as eXists” 
analysis.
an integral part of fastorq’s capability is a close working relationship with our clients and 
their technical staffs. as a specialty service contractor, we have the unique capability of 
performing in-service load determination and testing of spring hangers and other support 
systems. such testing can also detect non-functional support members that show no 
outward sign of distress or failure.
CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON TECHNIQUES OR FOR A 
DEMONSTRATION OF TOOL APPLICATION
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Piping and Piping Hanger  
Support Rod Analysis

Our comprehensive pipe support service offers the following advantages:
1.  measuring both the dead weight of the pipe, and the spring force at each location for comparison. this confirms the accuracy of the pipe hanger, 

and checks that all moving parts are functioning.
2.  Weighing of all pipe supports along a complete steam line provides accurate input data for the analysts and the numerous pipe analyses programs 

available. (However sophisticated a piping analysis program is, it can only be as good as the input data).
3.  Weighing carried out in both the cold condition and while the system is on-line, gives a complete picture of the loading distribution and 

fluctuation of the piping runs under the two extreme conditions of pressure and temperature.
4.  adjustments of the load, within the allowable range of each support unit, to achieve a satisfactory balance of loading along a piping run.
5.  a comprehensive report upon completion of all contracts, commenting upon both the physical condition and loading condition of the pipe 

supports. details of any adjustments made with the justification. all reports to include results tables, conclusions and recommendations for any 
further work that we deem necessary to maintain the system in optimum working condition.

6.  an on-site engineering supervisor to work with the plant piping engineer and consulting engineer’s, to identify any anomaly that may arise and 
resolve the situation to the satisfaction of all.
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Definition of Terms
WEIGH OPERATION
transferring of load between the support hanger and pipe clamp to 
hydraulic load cells, where the hydraulic pressure is converted to load 
in lbs.
HANGER SPRING LOAD
the load being applied to the pipe while in the working travel range.
PIPE WEIGHT
the weight of the piping at the clamp support point. (this is achieved 
by locking the spring mechanism, in this form the hanger is effectively 
a ridged rod and the weight recorded will reflect the weight of the 
pipe).
BOTTOMED OUT
When the hanger reaches the limit of its downward travel. (in this 
condition the hanger becomes a rigid support and will induce stress 
not only in the pipe support but also into the piping system. the 
bottomed out load can at worst exceed the design strength of the 
support members).
DESIGN LOAD
the engineering design load for each support point.
LOAD ADJUSTMENT PERCENTAGE
the design load of the hanger can be adjusted generally within (ten) 
or (twenty) percent depending upon manufacture. this is stated in 
+ or – of design hanger load. should this range of adjustment be 
insufficient, then the cause of over/under load should be investigated. 
it will also identify that the hanger may need replacing.
WEIGHING AND ADJUSTING CONDITIONS
the operations can be carried out in the operating conditions. (the 
restraints being ambient temperatures to the personnel). Which slow 
down the normal activities.
fastorq can normally weigh and adjust (7) seven to (12) twelve hanger 
locations per (8) eighthour shift. the crew size is normally a working 
supervisor and two technicians.
TOOLING
fastorq tooling is sized to weigh support rods through 3 1/2” in 
diameter and load capacities of 120,000 lbs. (in all cases special 
tooling can be designed as required for a special application).

HANGER LOCATIONS
fastorq tooling is designed to work at the pipe clamp location 
and access can be by ladder or scaffolding. if access to the hanger 
is required (as in the case of adjustments) then scaffolding must 
be erected as well. fastorq personnel are provided with their fall 
protection and safety equipment. our personnel will work out of 
customer supplied spider or other baskets.
LOCKING THE SPRING MECHANISM
fastorq provides attachable locking devices in the weighing set of 
tools. in some cases it is required that a 1” or 7/8” nut be welded to 
the hanger frame, in most cases the customer will provide a welder.
HANGER ADJUSTMENTS
at times the hanger adjusting bolts become frozen in place and will 
strip out the threads, the hanger can not be adjusted further or at all.
PLANT SUPPORT
•  access to hanger locations, ladders and or scaffolding

•  plant air

•  major lighting

•  tool laydown area

•  Welding & heating equipment, if required

•  pipe fitter support when major hanger adjustments are required

•  receiving & shipping of equipment container
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Support Rod Analysis of Piping 
Hangers and Piping Loads

INTRODUCTION
many articles have been written on why high energy piping support loads 
are critical to the operating performance and safety of the piping system.
this paper will describe a method currently in use that will accurately 
measure the load that a hanger is applying to the pipe and will also 
measure the actual pipe load at the location of the hanger.
this method is performed while all components remain in place and can be 
carried out with the unit in the operating condition or in the cold shut-
down condition.

R.M. Potter is an independent bolting technology consultant . . .
Based on a paper presented to the ASME B31.1 Code Committee on September 
28, 1992.

SUPPORT ROD ANALYSIS
support rod analysis is a comprehensive term describing the process of 
determining the loading in various types of equipment supports, (ie. boiler 
support rods, suspended equipment, piping hangers, etc.)
this paper is directed to the various pipe support hangers found in the 
power and process industries whether the hangers are rigid, variable or 
constant load type.
the initial effort was in developing tools and techniques to meet the needs 
of the utilities in the united states that have moved toward more analysis 
of high energy piping systems to provide accurate load data to replace 
assumed data in piping analysis programs.
the technology transfers the active load in the support rod or hanger to a 
precision load monitoring system without changing the configuration or 
disturbing existing load distribution.
this allows the analysis to be performed on operating systems under actual 
hot conditions, as well as in the cold maintenance condition.
THERE ARE THREE LOADS TO BE CONSIDERED
1)  Hanger spring load: the load being applied to the pipe by the spring 

mechanism while in its travel range.
2)  Pipe load: the weight of the pipe at the hanger support point. to 

determine the pipe load while the spring mechanism is in the operating 
range, the mechanism must be locked-out by mechanical means while 

also maintaining its location.
3)  Bottomed-Out loads: When a hanger has reached its full travel 

range (in this condition, the hanger has become a rigid support) it will 
induce stress as the piping system tries to continue moving downwards.

the bottomed-out load can at worst exceed the design strength of the 
hanger or supporting structures.
EQUIPMENT
the system consists of specialized clamps and adapters designed by 
richard potter to work with hydraulic load cylinders.
the clamps and adapters form a beam onto which two hydraulic cylinders 
are then attached. two cylinders are required to maintain balance and 
eliminate any outside moments.
the tooling design provides economic as well as engineering benefits 
in that the piping components remain in place. a sufficient number of 
hangers can be weighed per shift to offset the labor and mobilization costs 
and, most important, provide accurate and useful data on pipe support 
mechanism performance.
WEIGHING THE LOAD
the specialized tooling is attached to the support rod below the hanger 

by R.M. POTTER

Figure 1 Load Analysis Graph



support point and to the pipe clamp. the attachment point at the pipe 
clamp is the pin or bolt securing the support rod to the clamp.
the hydraulic cylinders are connected to a pump & calibrated  gauge.
as pressure is applied, the load transfers into the clamping device and 
is monitored by gauge pressure. When the gauge pressure stabilizes, 
the transfer is complete and pressure is converted to load in pounds.
HANGER SPRING LOADS
on spring mechanisms, the load must be transferred to the measuring 
system, keeping the spring active within the system.
PIPE LOADS
Weighing the pipe load uses the same tooling and normally the same 
tooling set-up, as presented for spring mechanisms. the important 
difference being the need to lock out the active spring mechanism.
the pipe load can be heavier or lighter that the supporting hanger, 
due to the pipe not being a free body but a beam.
for those hangers having built-in provisions, it is a somewhat simple 
process. older hangers and other types that do not provide for locking 
(other than the pin provided for hydrostatic testing) must either be 
locked by some type of external clamp or by wielding a stop between 
the lever arm frame.
RIGID HANGER LOADS
it is important to note that rigid supports are found, at times, carrying 
loads exceeding the design strength of the components. on dual 
rod supports, rarely is the load evenly distributed between the two 
support rods.
HANGER LOAD ADJUSTMENTS
With the same tooling and measurement techniques it is now 
possible to adjust the applied load of the hanger(s) in the operating 
condition. i would like to caution that a sufficient piping load analysis 
be performed by qualified personnel prior to any random load 
adjustments.
CONCLUSIONS
the tolling procedures described provide the following benefits for 
piping industries.
1.  to improve operating performance of the various components and 

support mechanisms.
2. to assist in problem solving.
3.  to provide a margin of safety in knowing the piping system is 

operating as designed.
4.  to eliminate the high labor costs associated with  

removing components for testing.
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Support Rod Analysis of Piping Hangers and Piping Loads Cont.

Figure 2 Typical Report of Loads
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